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Is this answer helpful?

Technicly NO, but there are a few other Dwarf Planets beyond
Pluto.

www.answers.com/Q/Are_there_planets_after_Pluto
Are there planets after Pluto - answers.com

PEOPLE ALSO ASK

Pluto
Pluto is a dwarf planet in the Kuiper belt, a
ring of bodies beyond Neptune. It was the
first Kuiper belt object to be discovered.
Pluto was discovered by Clyde Tombaugh
in 1930 and was originally considered â€¦

Wikipedia

Radius: 736 miles (1,185 km)

Surface area: 6.43 million sq miles (16.65
million km²)

Orbital order: 9
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Orbital period: 247.84 years

Gravity: 2.16 feet/s² (0.66 m/s²)

Star system: Solar System
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What are the characteristics of Pluto?



How old is Pluto?



Object Bigger than Pluto Discovered, Called 10th Planet
https://www.space.com/1373-object-bigger-pluto-discovered-called...
That's why it eluded discovery: nobody was looking there until now, Brown said. Some
astronomers view it as a Kuiper Belt object and not a planet. The Kuiper Belt is a region
of frozen objects beyond Neptune. Pluto is called â€¦

What year was Pluto demoted?

https://www.space.com/1373-object-bigger-pluto-discovered-called-10th-planet.html


Orbital period: 248.00 years, 90,560 d
Discovery date: February 18, 1930

Discovered by: Clyde W. Tombaugh
Average orbital speed: 4.67 km/s
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pluto become a planet again
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of frozen objects beyond Neptune. Pluto is called â€¦

Astronomers say a Neptune-sized planet lurks beyond
Pluto ...
www.sciencemag.org/news/2016/01/astronomers-say-neptune-sized...
If Planet X is out there, Brown and Batygin say, astronomers ought to find more objects
in telltale orbits, shaped by the pull of the hidden giant. But Brown knows that no one will
really believe in the discovery until Planet X itself appears within a telescope viewfinder.

Planets beyond Neptune - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planets_beyond_Neptune
After 1978, a number of astronomers kept up the search for Lowell's Planet X, convinced
that, because Pluto was no longer a viable candidate, an unseen tenth planet must have
been perturbing the outer planets.

Early speculation · Planet X · Discovery of further ... · Subsequently ...

Two planets beyond Pluto? | Science Wire | EarthSky
earthsky.org/space/two-or-more-planets-beyond-pluto
But, so far, no large planets beyond Pluto have been found. The new calculations â€“
from the Complutense University of Madrid (UCM, Spain) and the University of Cambridge
(UK) â€“ are based on the orbital behavior of known objects at our solar systemâ€™s
fringes.

Ninth Planet May Exist Beyond Pluto, Scientists Report ...
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/21/science/space/ninth-planet...
Jan 21, 2016 · There might be a ninth planet in the solar system after all, and it is not
Pluto. Two astronomers reported on Wednesday that they had compelling signs of
something bigger and farther away â€” something that would satisfy the current definition
of a planet, where Pluto falls short.

What is there beyond Pluto's orbit in our solar system ...
https://www.quora.com/What-is-there-beyond-Plutos-orbit-in-our...
Pluto's orbit is in a zone known as Kupier belt..Lot of small bodies were detected there.
some of them are dwarf planets. beyond kuiper belt after a very long gap there is oort's
cloud it is the place from where most comets come to wards solar system.New horizon
space probe is now going beyond Pluto's.

Pluto Has Been Officially Reclassified As A Planet! -
Futurism
https://futurism.com/pluto-reclassified-as-a-major-planet
There were a number of campaigns launched that were aimed at ensuring that Pluto was
reinstated as a planet. ... Thereâ€™s New Evidence for the ... Futurism, LLC All ...

Pluto - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pluto
Pluto (minor planet designation: 134340 Pluto) is a dwarf planet in the Kuiper belt, a ring
of bodies beyond Neptune. It was the first Kuiper belt object to be discovered. Pluto was
discovered by Clyde Tombaugh in 1930 and was originally considered to be the ninth
planet from the Sun.

History · Orbit · Rotation · Geology · Mass and size · Atmosphere

New Dwarf Planet Discovered Far Beyond Pluto's Orbit
https://www.space.com/33387-dwarf-planet-discovery-2015-rr245.html
Pluto isn't quite as lonely as scientists had thought. Astronomers have discovered
another dwarf planet in the Kuiper Belt, the ring of icy objects beyond Neptune. But this
newfound world, dubbed 2015 RR245, is much more distant than Pluto, orbiting the sun
once every 700 Earth years, scientists said.

Are there planets after Pluto - qa.answers.com
qa.answers.com › â€¦ › Dwarf Planets › Dwarf Planet Pluto
Sonow Pluto is just the second-largest known dwarf planet in theSolar System (after
Eris). IAU Decision (August 24, 2006) According to the International Astronomical Union's
2006redefinition of planet, there are three main conditions for anobject to be called a
'planet'. 1. The object must be in orbit around the Sun. 2.
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